
Keeping your hope up
"Hope springs eternal" goes the old proverb -- and yet what do you do when your
hope has lost its spring?

Most of the time, we're able to keep our hopes flying high -- and yet there's that
occasional instance where our hopes are so far down, they're eating dust.

The last couple of years have been like that for many people. Faced with job
loss, war, economic troubles, and general daily stress, many people gradually
drift down to the point where they start to lose hope.

Since sustaining hope is one of the most important components to staying
upbeat and positive, it's paramount that each of us works at not letting hope
slide.

It doesn't really matter what is the root cause of hopelessness -- what matters is
that each of us pull ourselves out of the dirt and keep our hopes high where they
belong.

Here are some useful tips to help keep your hope level healthy -- or to pump it
back up when it's dropped a bit:

1. Keep your life in focus.

It's always been my experience that when my hopes start to wane, it's because
I'm losing focus on my life.

Altogether too often, we start to worry about the things that don't matter -- and
ignore the things that do.

Where are your values? If you're like most people, you value your family, your
friends, your personal worth, and your job.

When we let our values become disordered, we suddenly seem to find our lives
out of focus.

For example, if your family is "number one" in your life, but you spend all of your
time away from your family, then your life's out of focus.

When we concentrate on the peripheral parts of life: news, TV shows, excess
social interaction, for example -- and less on the core parts of life: family, friends,
and relationships -- we start trivializing our life. Pretty soon, we base our life
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experiences on "Survivor" or "American Idol" or "The Weakest Link" or "All My
Children" (a daytime drama), and less on our alternate programs: "Hitting the ball
with Jimmy," or "Teaching Sara how to ride a bike," or "Keeping our spouse
happy and well."

We get so caught up in the trivia of what's happening, that our mood starts to
slip.

Some years ago, I was a fan of the TV series "Northern Exposure." I was a pretty
rabid fan -- taped every show, traded cross-country when a show was not shown
locally, bought fan stuff, collected music, read Internet postings.

When the show was canceled, I was devastated -- I had gotten too caught up in
the show.

Soon, however, I found that I really didn't miss the thing -- my life became more
well-rounded, my friends became different. One day, I started recording over the
old program tapes -- and never looked back.

This is a rather extreme -- and somewhat embarrassing -- example. It sounds
goofy because it was -- and yet everyday, people get just as caught up in the
minutiae of daily life -- and let the important stuff slide.

The first -- and most important step is to regain your focus.

2. Count your blessings

There is a Bing Crosby/Danny Kaye/Rosemary Clooney movie that I like -- it's
called "White Christmas," and one of the reasons that I like it is because of one
little song, written by Irving Berlin. Here's an excerpt:

"When I'm worried and I can't sleep,
I count my blessings, instead of sheep
And I fall asleep counting my blessings

When my bankroll is getting small,
I think of when I had none at all
And I fall asleep counting my blessings"

If you need a shot of hope, take Bing's advice: Count Your Blessings.

It's perhaps normal for humans to concentrate on areas that need fixing -- and as
a result, we concentrate on the troubles in our life, not the blessings that we
have.

3. Change your oil



All right -- you really don't change your oil -- and yet it's a good idea,
metaphorically speaking. When we drive a car, every few months or few
thousand miles, we wind up changing the oil -- the lifeblood of the car.

In our lives, we need to do something similar, by changing our life a bit from time
to time. When we don’t change our approach to life, or our outlook on life, we
keep making the same mistakes, time after time.

When we change the oil on a car, we remove all of the old oil, and start anew.
The new oil lubricates and protects the car better than the old oil did.

When we change things in our life, we act in much the same way. We pull out the
old, used ideas, and change them with newer, cleaner ideas. The new ideas
increase our enthusiasm and our stamina -- and our hope.

4. Learn to see life's little troubles as the jokes that they are.

I used to have a professor who referred to life's little troubles as "being eaten
alive by a goldfish."

I imagine you've learned, like I have, that the most irritating problems are usually
the ones that have no real importance.

Lines at the DMV, incompetent help at a fast-food restaurant, voicemail phone
menus, inane radio announcers, irritating drivers, government bureaucrats,
politicians, infomercials, lawyer advertising, preachy songs and telemarketers --
all are little irritants that get under our skin.

But -- those are only irritants to us because we allow them to be. Flip the mental
switch, and those things cease to be troubles -- and our hopeful mood rises as a
result.

5. Do something about it.

A lot of the time when I feel my hope lagging, I can usually find something to do
that will either address the problem or take my mind of it.

Is your mood sunk? Don’t give in to the "pity party." Do something constructive,
instead. All of a sudden, you'll find your mood starting to rise, and your hope
coming back. Why? Perhaps because by accomplishing something, we increase
our positive self-esteem.

6. Do something for others.



Nothing builds up hope like charity -- do something for others, even if that just
means contributing money to your local charity.

7. Change your physical self.

Get up, move around, take a walk, play handball, shoot some hoops, go for a
swim, go golfing.

Often, our mental state seems to be associated with a particular physical state.
Change the physical, you change the mental.

Hard to believe, but it works, and it works pretty well.

Make certain your hope has plenty of spring left in it, so it can keep springing
eternal.
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